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ABSTRACT 

This research using the Monte Carlo Method needle to the disaster to cause disaster damages in the discussion community to 

guard against the disaster relief plan and the disaster reciprocity, provides recognizes the community dangerous region the 

spatial distribution. The research to the community guards against the disaster relief spatial systems and the spatial analysis 

unifies the Monte Carlo Method risk assessment to take this research the main overhead construction. In the research to the 

Shiji Chang-an community to take the example, first carries on the Shiji Chang-an community overall spatial basic data to 

construct the construction. The conformity guards against the disaster relief theory and the spatial analysis method, 

simulation carries on appraisal the overall risk take the street block as the unit using Monte Carlo Method, finally describes 

recognizes the Chang-an community the dangerous region spatial distribution. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recently, all will population density in the region 

continuously rises. The city is continuously excessive 

development. Cause to reduce to the safety of the city 

living environment. And defend the programming of 

the relief system all is a consideration with the city 

dimensions. For this reason, the quality of the 

environment space of the community is easily 

subjected to the threat of equal degree. Therefore this 

research wants to aim at community space to seek 

refuge risk factor to carry on study and valuation. 

With the angle of the risk application needle in Monte 

Carlo imitate analysis method the creation is to the 

disaster become to defend the correlation between 

relief programming and disaster in the disaster Sun 

study community. The space that provides city 

dangerous district further distributes appearance. 

1. The disaster prevention and protection database 

establish with Chang-an community in Shi-ji. 
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2. Monte Carlo evaluates the construction of methods 

at the risk of the community disaster. 

3. Chang-an community dangerous district space 

distributes of recognize with valuation. 

2. RESEARCH 

2.1. Disaster, Prevention and Protection 

Framework 

With county (city), municipality for commanding 

center. Take each country (town, city, section) as 

integrity to defend a relief basic unit. And with 

neighborhood on for seek refuge unit of three layer 

class space system of the city disaster prevention and 

protection. Public facilities greenly system with 

defend the structure of the integration of the base of 

the relief refuge. My country defined the disaster 

prevention function of place because of the space 

scale. Large open the space most conduct and actions 

compound type in the temporary disaster prevention 

commanding center, supplies, foreign help...etc. to 

defend relief base [1]. Thin say to the structure of the 

disaster prevention and protection system as follows: 

1. The plan in disaster prevention and protection 

system level 

The first stage seeks refuge the base as in front road. 

Mainly provide family to come together, urgently 

exchange refuge message and urgently from the place 

saved. The second stage seeks refuge life place at the 

time: Mainly include neighboring school, park...etc. 

to open space. Transfer time to seek refuge life place 

over a long period of time in the third stage: Include 

neighboring school, county and village parks. 

Depend on the city layer class. Providing conduct and 

actions to defend a relief and seeking refuge public 

facilities and park of activity greenly can be classified 

into: 

2. Disaster prevention and protection system 

The establishment of safe city should start to do from 

the living space (community). Depend on its turn the 

area is different. Be classified into close neighbors, 

life and area living space. Its definition and its 

content are illustrated as follows respectively: 

1). close neighbor living space: In this district. Area 

in the primary school is the center of residents' daily 

life. The living inside of circle takes residents as 

corpus. By the way of mutual aid carry on community 

construction. While the disaster is happening, the 

system can independently launch a disaster 

prevention activity. After disaster takes place the 

ability immediately takes disaster prevention base in 

the region as center. The independence that 

constructs community lives. 

2). living literary circles: The city hall is helped to 

area to establish the base of the disaster prevention 

support everywhere. Also take base as center. 

Contact residents and administration. The living need 

of the support "close neighborhood living space". 

3). area living space: Take administrative area as 

corpus .The city hall launches a wide and Fan rescue 

activity for the center. 

The turn of the disaster prevention refuge its main 

personnel is around about 30,000-45,000 people. And 

seek refuge the district that the scope control can 

arrive in 300 meters or five go to pretty much the 

clock. And because its base attribute is different. And 

there is the programming of different consideration. 

Mainly it can be divided into four types on the 

programming. 

A. disaster prevention and protection point 

The disaster prevention base should take into with 

whole current conditions to combine .Depend on its 

valid road area, go to all levels road it within the reach 

of sex's etc. as the content of main valuation. Its disaster 

prevention and protection base also can take in to be 

divided in to seek refuge life base, medical treatment 

base, the base of the supplies support, fire fight base 

and police base etc. because of its different type. 

B. disaster prevention and protection circulation 

Defend a relief to circulation system to be divided 

into urgent channel, rescue to transport channel, fire 

fight channel and refuge channel four types. The fire 

fight channel specifies breadth 20 meters above of 

main connect the evil road is the urgent road of first 

floor class. Match with urgent channel to provide the 

refuge the personnel to lead to seek refuge district and 

vehicle to deliver supplies to the function of each 

base by 15 meters above road. The 8 meters above is 

a fire fight channel. It links to each street block. The 
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effect is the devotion of providing the fire fighting. 

Besides 8 meters following is to seek refuge channel. 

With is the transportation network that links to before 

three layers class to link to the base of the refuge 

space [2], [3]. 

2.2. Estimate Disaster of Risk 

The disaster risk valuation most carries on the 

earthquake dangerous degree, the fire dangerous 

degree, the Hong disaster dangerous degree valuation 

that sought refuge a dangerous degree with relief. 

Evaluating by earthquake risk among them is more. 

As for the earthquake risk valuations most combine 

mathematics calculation formula to carry on an 

estimate. Also its risk valuation item and disaster take 

place behind not corresponding period become of the 

disaster risk carry on a classification. In order to carry 

on a risk estimates [4]. 

1. Disaster risk estimate process 

In the disaster risk estimate process it can concretely 

explain and carry on the valuation of the disaster risk 

and present. The process following is: 

(1) Factor study and classification 

Mainly aim at with the result that the disaster factor 

carries on a whole study. With explain it each with 

the result that the type and characteristic of disaster 

factor. 

(2) Influence factor annotation 

The exploitation can simply identify or can calculate 

to wait for mode to carry on each one with the result 

that the annotation of the disaster factor. 

(3) Data calculation and sketch present 

Carry on the estimate of the environment disaster risk 

degree by mathematics calculation. Also carry on 

presenting by the data and the sketch. With be 

provided for decision to carry on. 

2. Disaster risk estimate theory 

(1) The space item categorizes 

Be mainly divided into disaster prevention risk in the 

valuation the method natural condition with the result 

that the disaster factor, community disaster 

prevention is whole to go together with appearance 

and external disaster prevention resource three 

greatly part of. 

(2) Natural condition with the result that disaster 

factor 

Natural condition with the result that the disaster factor 

is mainly inquires into the influence that the disaster 

causes. Also aim at the environment sensitive factor in 

the region as main valuation item. See as the 

inundation of the earthquake disaster fault district, the 

soil liquefaction potential district or water disaster etc. 

(3) Deploy the community disaster prevention and 

protection 

Deploy the community disaster prevention and 

protection is mainly separate to do prevention sense. 

The disaster notifies system, building corpus, the 

community outdoor space, outward links...etc. This 

part valuation item is mainly carried on an estimate 

by the building and the community. In addition to the 

hardware explains building corpus, the community 

outdoor space and outward links to belong to space 

entity part. Other items then are partial to artificial 

factor etc. the software is part of. 

(4) Outside disaster prevention souse 

Include seeking refuge base and defend relief channel 

and support to make an agreement among them etc. 

This part is main depend on be within the reach of sex 

to carry on valuation. With is the valuation item of 

contact. 

2.3. Disaster Factor Categorizes 

Its valuation item mainly uses the earthquake and the 

fire as a main disaster type. Its analysis in addition to 

natural condition with the result that the disaster 

factor outside also aims at a whole resource to carry 

on valuation. It is mainly divided into substantial 

environment with the result that disaster risk and not- 

substantial environment with the result that the 

disaster risk is two parts [5]. 

(1) The community space substantial environment 

with the result that the disaster risk evaluates 

Main in the community space with the result that the 

disaster evaluates factor to be subjected to dangerous 

degree, building by building outside of dangerous 

degree etc.. The constructing oneself to be subjected 
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to a dangerous degree counts, builds age, structure 

type...etc. It’s just like the floor. Outside the building 

builds by constructing a density, illegal buildings 

degree, wood a house comparison, prevents fire a 

lane to take up...etc.. Evaluate another item to still 

have already defended relief base and construct valid 

width etc. of the in front road, road. 

(2) The community space not- substantial environ-

ment with the result that the disaster risk evaluates 

Un-substantial environment with the result that the 

disaster risk valuation factor mainly behaves a 

people's characteristic, economic industry, disaster 

prevention education, community disaster prevention 

consciousness...etc.. This part is in the process of 

estimating in not easy quantity turn. Also don't a little 

bit not easily evaluate. 

2.4. Spatial Analysis Method 

This research is in addition to carry on each space 

number basic covariance and calculation. Also carry 

on a calculation to parts of space analysis item. 

The network analysis mainly carries on the 

calculation of the space path anti- resistively. Carry 

on minimum anti- Zu path, service area 

calculation...etc. by the calculation number. Mainly 

carry on space here etc. the calculation of turn.  
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2.5. Monte Carlo Simulation 

When the problem was included indetermination 

factors. Solving of tradition method may obsolescent. It 

can't lead the indetermination factor into a certain mode. 

Then beg to take solution. It’s in order to overcoming 

this problem. Is assumption of fix the value change into 

a probability to assign an output values. Be again 

probably of need combination. And the Monte Carlo 

simulation method would be by computer with the 

random sampling carry on the above-mentioned 

calculation to carry on the estimate of data. 

The Monte Carlo simulation method (Monte Carlo 

Simulation) is the way of a kind of risk valuation. 

Also call the mode (Risk Analysis Model) of the risk 

analysis [6] [7]. Its calculation method usually is the 

allotment, restriction condition that includes all 

variable factors with combine to all probably be 

worth to gain of solution. In continuously, it’s the 

repetition of the system the emulation the process. 

Carry on the action that a subsystem imitates each 

time. The function of the probability allotment in the 

variable will be by drawing samples. Produce a new 

value. This kind of draw out a lately- been worth 

action. It is the way that imitates risk. 

The Monte Carlo simulation method is with a series 

of expectation value and Sigma that the repetition 

tests to beg risk variable. Also construct by analysis a 

probability in the model to assign random mode 

sampling of mathematics statistics way. With create 

several hundred even up to thousand results. Is 1 kind 

to more approach a realistic method of the risk 

analysis [8-10]. 

When carrying on Monte Carlo simulation method. 

Confirm to imitate the scope of the variable first. 

Also decide the most suitable each variable the 

probability assigns. Depend on the probability 

allotment of that variable. Sample each variable 

number by random drawing samples. Combine the 

number of selecting by examinations the variable. 

Generation average value, Sigma and variation that 

fall into trap to calculate the value of the target 

function into the target type number. The number is 

combination also canning gain with calculation. The 

probability that returns to announce an emulation 

result assigns model. 

3. OPERATE METHOD 

This research aims at after above cultural heritage 

take into inquire into. Combine related theories and 

cultural heritage. Also with geography information 

system Arc-GIS combine the analysis of the city 

disaster prevention theories, space method carry on 

valuation with Monte Carlo simulation method. Also 

explain its operation method content: 

1). the file sets up to make to convert with format 

This stage aims at first to want to carry on analytical 

district map and space information to carry on a 

number to turn it set up to make. Because the Arc-GIS 

file type is to order line to face pattern. Consequently 

have to order, line, faces of the related analysis item 

carry on setting up to make. Also give a conversion. 

It’s for the purpose of follow-up operation. 
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2). the calculation of the space number and space 

point distribute enactment 

It’s after turning by the format. Advanced space 

environment attribute in the line then sets up to make 

and adjusts on the operation. If the network installed 

and building position etc. Also convert the parts of 

vectors high data as mesh data. In order to analyzes a 

calculation to use at the space. Because part of 

analysis methods are the calculations that orders to 

carry on a space niche by observation. Then aim at a 

space observation to order it to carry on an allocation 

here. In addition to canning see the calculation of 

scope. Also assist with other content of the space 

attributes. The basis calculated by conduct and 

actions whole environment. 

3). the space point value calculation and display data 

This is mainly the data calculation that this research 

inquires into. With the space analyze method etc. 

information. Draw up by the estimate that is used as 

the property of the city refuge risk valuation. Through 

space point according to of the related calculation is 

after. Carry on the space information that the sketch 

turns to turn with data analysis and space display. 

4). the space data picks and distributes a type to make 

selection 

Respectively influence after factor make selection 

then carry on a space data to compile and calculate. 

Distribute appearance by the data influence factor 

data of importation here. While making a calculation 

it the space to allot appearance. Among them 

establish part at the data should notice it to assign 

scope and allotment type. 

5). the risk analysis calculates to estimate with whole 

risk 

Carry on the calculation of the street block dangerous 

degree by the individual risk valuation factor. The 

classification structure by the valuation of the disaster 

risk carries on a selection. Also carry on the whole 

power heavy allotment in individual the risk the 

valuation the factor. With the estimate of the disaster 

risk of conduct and actions whole’s street block. 

6). the disaster prevention refuge risk presents with 

study 

Carry on the disaster prevention risk of district to be 

worth a total average as a result with the risk estimate 

calculated by whole street block calculation value it 

present. Also assist to wait for valuation item to show 

by Sigma. With inquire into its space allotment 

characteristic further. 

4. CASE OPERATION 

This research takes Xi-zhi region of river area in 

Kee-lung as the research object and the scope as the 

Figure 1. Figure 2 distribute appearance for the main 

building. 

 

Figure 1. Xi-zhi area 

 

Figure 2. Xi-zhi area for building  

4.1. The model of the disaster prevention network 

sets up 

Be divided into four layer classes: road. Are an urgent 

channel system (20 ms), rescue to transport channel 

system (15 ms), the system (8 ms) of the fire fight 

channel with the system of the assistance channel 

respectively; (8 ms) On the area design of the turn of 

the disaster prevention refuge with junior high 

school, small distribute with the service radius 600 
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ms for design basis. Seek refuge path around the 

300-500 meters. Seek refuge inside the turn area on 

foot time is 5~10 minutes and sex of the being within 

the reach of consideration and other disaster 

prevention resources. 

4.2. The seeks refuge living space explanation and 

basic data to build 

The close neighbors are living space that this time 

living space that carries on a study mainly regards 

school as principle is a main research type. Mainly 

aim to three living in space to carry on valuation in 

this research. Among them Figure 3 for the main 

school in Xi-zhi use ground and park greenly it 

distributes appearance. Explain the school is 

distributed appearance with the ground and the 

network of the surroundings transportation and 

transportation node. This research also according to 

close neighbors living space and establishes 600 

meters as the scopes of refuge turn. Figure 4 

distribute appearance for its building. 

After folding after basic diagram layer set. Carry on 

data to convert into vector data in order to at the 

editor. In this part city street block carry on the 

allocation of space. Convert its sketch data into mesh 

data. Make it after turning into Arc-GIS can read 

smoothly. Also carry on road system and defend the 

calculation of the service effect of relief base. As 

Figure 5 the showing its contribute efforts to the 

police station effect diagram. Figure 6 contributes 

efforts to the fire station the effect distribute. 

 

Figure 3. The main school in Xi-zhi use ground and  

park greenly 

 

Figure 4. Distribute appearance for building 

 

Figure 5. Police station effect diagram 

4.3. The calculation of the risk factor and 

allotment 

1. Construct internal risk factor 

Construct internal risk to evaluate the item as 

building floor area, construct total number of floors 

and construct structure and construct total capacity.  
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Figure 6. Fire station effect diagram 

Carry on an operation by the building of allocation in 

the street block while calculating. Be whole to make 

link the block of the building and the street in the 

same street block. Also it will construct risk valuation 

the item carry on collect. With is the calculation that 

the street block suffers a stroke insurance valuation. 

2. Construct external risk factor 

1). network simulation 

Carry on building and the external world to seek 

refuge risk valuation. BE evaluating scope in order to 

prevent the disaster refuge turn is the niche of 

valuation. In order to prevent the disaster base is a 

calculation to order. Use 50 meters as unit. Carry on 

each street block in the refuge turn to be within the 

reach of the calculation of network. Evaluate an 

estimate by being a whole risk. Figure 7 is the 

allocation diagram that the refuge orders a network 

with surroundings. Figure 8 is self-time sketch map. 

 

Figure 7. Allocation diagram by refuge 

4.4. The street block risk factor calculates 

By after saying the calculation of the factor of the risk 

valuate pick its data. With the appearance of the space 

allotment that explains each disaster prevention risk 

valuation factor. As Figure 9. It is integrative the data 

here. Also convert the appearance of result rate 

allotment. Operate by carrying on the street block 

disaster prevention risk whole valuation. In the street 

block disaster prevention risk calculation part. Evaluate 

each one here factor in with assign on the average. 

Power the repeating gives to all be worth on the whole 

of the comparison carrying on the estimate of random 

sampling to imitate. It’s just like the Figure 10. 

The estimate imitated to have to set the allotment 

appearance of each disaster prevention risk influence 

factor first ago. It included an allotment type and 

assign scope and allotment to relate to among them etc. 

like Figure 11. Also carry on random emulation. More 
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its allotment appearances then will more is extensive 

in the emulation number of times. The calculation that 

then aims at a random allotment here carries on a data 

to pick as a result like Figure 12.Take it to assign 

appearance as the result of the estimate of the disaster 

risk of street block to assign curve with it on the 

average. It’s just like the Figure 13 and Figure 14. 

 

Figure 8. Self-time sketch map 

 

Figure 9. The data of risk 

 

Figure 10. Estimate the risk 

 

Figure 11. Influence the appearance of the factor allotment 

 

Figure 12. The simulation data curve diagram 
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Figure 13. The emulation data distributes diagram 

 

Figure 14. The disaster place probability diagram 

4.5. The street block disaster prevention seeks 

refuge a risk allotment and presents 

By random estimate of the data is carrying on 

integration. If the least be worth (Figure 15), the 

minimum value, the average value (Figure 16) and 

Sigma's (Figure 17) etc. carry on the explanation of 

the characteristic of the street block refuge risk. Here 

with count the average is each base of the result of the 

valuation of the refuge risk. 

 

Figure 15. The street block refuge risk minimum value 

 

Figure 16. The street block refuge risk Average value 
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Figure 17 The street block refuge risk Sigma's Average 

value 

5. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

5.1. Conclusion 

1. The disaster prevention and protection database 

establish with Chang-an community in Shi-ji. 

It can integrate the information of the community 

space by the system platform. The whole space 

information of carrying on the community carries on 

the construction of database. With benefit in is a 

follow-up to operate the data calculation imitate an 

usage. 

2. Monte Carlo evaluates the construction of method 

at the risk of the community disaster 

Use disaster prevention refuge turn in the 

neighborhood as the scope carries on building and the 

street block disaster risk factor classification. Also 

assign appearance to carry on Monte Carlo simulation 

method to carry on random emulation by the space of 

its factor. Beg to take it to probably assign appearance 

to assign scope with it. With the allotment appearance 

that says further clear disaster risk. 

3. Chang-an community dangerous district space 

distributes of recognize with valuation 

It can distribute a result to carry on the risk of the 

community disaster to present by the emulation of the 

Monte Carlo simulation method number. To be also 

acquired easily by data with the result that the niche 

of the disaster risk. It’s convenient to carry on the 

valuation of the disaster risk of community. 

5.2. Suggestion 

1. The thorough study risk evaluates calculation 

weights enactment 

This research is at the calculation currently mode in 

with all be worth a comparison to carry on a 

calculation. The conversion in actual calculation 

should carry on weights. In order to make the 

calculation's result come close with actual situation. 

Narrow an error margin value. 

2. The increment un-substantial risk valuation factor 

calculates 

This research only aims at part of substantial factors 

and amount of space to carry on imitating analysis 

currently. Concerning divide into substantial factor to 

be also imitate population with the capacity 

allotment. The rest item can carry on collect and draw 

up. Carry on by combining not- substantial factor 

emulation. 
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